
ROUTES TO DISS METHODIST CHURCH.�
A. FromThetford�
Come in through Roydon on A1066. Pass the old road and the turning into the Council�
estate, both on your left. Keep straight on at the roundabout and go past the park (on your�
left) to the traffic lights. There is no left turn at the first lights. Turn left immediately after the�
second lights where there is a pedestrian refuge. The church is then on your right.�

B. From Attleborough�

Come in on B1077 via Winfarthing and Shelfanger. Keep on to the cross roads (Crown Inn�
where the left turn is to the Town Centre) and keep straight on down the hill until you reach�
the main A1066 at a roundabout. Turn left past the park to the traffic lights (where there is no�
left turn) then turn left at the second lights where there is a pedestrian refuge. The church is�
then on your right.�

C. From Norwich�

Join the A140 dual carriageway Scole by-pass at a roundabout. Turn right at the next�
roundabout, signposted to Diss. Straight on at traffic lights and straight on past the pedestrian�
lights outside the swimming pool to more lights where you turn right immediately after the�
first light pillar.�

D From Ipswich�

(a) At the roundabout where the A140 becomes dual carriageway (i.e where it meets the�
A143), turn left (despite any signs to Diss straight on). At the next roundabout, turn right into�
Diss on B1077. Where this meets the main road at a T-junction, turn left and keep on past the�
pedestrian lights outside the swimming pool to the traffic lights, where you turn right�
immediately after the first light pillar.�

(b) If you don't mind the narrow road, take the left fork after Brome Grange, signposted�
Stuston. At the roundabout where this crosses A143, go straight over. Where this meets�
A1066 at a T-junction, turn left and keep on past the pedestrian lights to traffic lights, where�
you turn right immediately after the first light pillar.�

E From Gt. Yarmouth & Bungay�

At the roundabout where A143 meets A140, keep straight on (despite any signpost to the�
right for Diss) to the next roundabout. There turn right on to B 1077. Where this meets�
A1066 at a T-junction, turn left and keep on past the pedestrian lights outside the swimming�
pool to the traffic lights, where you turn right immediately after the first light pillar.�

F From Bury St. Edmunds�

Pass right through Wortham on A143 (series of bollards in middle of road) then turn left for�
Palgrave & Diss (large sign). In Palgrave turn left (marked as crossroads signposted Roydon)�
before the Church (or after if you miss the turn) and keep going until you cross the bridge into�
Diss (do not turn off left at any point before the bridge). Go past the Green until you meet�
A1066 (bollards) turn right, and keep straight on at the roundabout until you come to the�
traffic lights. There is no left turn at these lights. At the next lights, where there is a�
pedestrian refuge, turn left. The church is then on your right.�




